
In high-profile business networking circles, her colleagues affectionately refer to Jean 
MacDonald as the “Queen of Connections.” Since 1985, Jean has been developing highly 
successful leadership, networking and sales strategies helping clients to maximize their 
potential and to substantially increase their businesses’ brand, outreach and bottom-line. 
For many years, Jean was a leader in the commercial insurance industry where she grew a 
small business into a multi-million dollar revenue producer.  

She took that same brand of leadership and success to the well-known Mary Kay 
Cosmetics Company where her extraordinarily high sales volume and leadership earned 
her the use of the company’s signature cars twelve times, five being their trophy “Pink 
Cadillac.” Jean was not only a top-producer, but was also a top recruiter and trainer of her 
Mary Kay teams nationwide. 

More recently, Jean has parlayed her highly successful networking, leadership and sales skills into an exciting 
corporate training-centric business. Jean designs tailored programs that help guide individuals and businesses on 
how to “connect the dots” to strong, reliable relationships through the development and implementation of robust 
business outreach and training strategies. With the use of proprietary marketing tools, Jean awakens the potential in 
leaders and sales teams.  She adds excitement to a company’s employee morale, and creates a strategically tailored 
blueprint for building an energized, focused, workforce that works together to enhance a company’s overall growth 
and success. 

As an author and compassionate humanitarian, Jean donated a portion of the proceeds from her first book to 
helping people in job transitions through the non-profit Fresh Starts. “Get Up, Get Dressed, and Get Out The Door!”- 
published in 2012, received rave reviews and is presently in its second print. “The Fortune is in the Follow-up”, 
Jean’s second book, was released April 2015 and is presently being used by numerous small businesses and 
corporations as a tool for identifying and implementing innovative modalities that have been tested and proven to 
improve a company’s bottom-line. 

Jean, an admired public speaker, earned the Distinguished Toastmasters designation and is also part of the National 
Speaker’s Association. Her compelling, often humorous stories have empowered thousands of people in cities 
throughout the country helping individuals, teams and businesses to realize their maximum sales potential. 

PARTIAL LIST OF PRESENTATION TOPICS 

1. Connecting the DOTS 
 Learn 4 strategies to outsmart your competition 

2. Be a STAR with your Customers and Keep them Forever 
 The art of asking, listening and answering the right questions 

3. Expect the Best, Release the Rest 
 Discover 5 secrets to giving the best presentations 

4. “Get Up, Get Dressed & Get Out the Door!” 
 How to get unstuck from your usual routine  
 and take your business to the next level
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PRESENTATION TOPICS (PARTIAL LIST): 

Networking

• How to Work the Room: Networking for Success 
• Connecting the Dots: Discovery, Objectives, Tools, Skills 
• Let’s Be Real Frank: Where do you want to network,  
 Who do you want to meet, What is your message  
 (excerpts from her book “Get Up, Get Dressed & Get Out the Door!”) 

Sales & Communication

•  Find the Fortune in the Follow Up (excerpts from her book “Finding the Fortune”)
•  From bus stop thinking to limousine friends: Who will give you the ride of your life 
•  Defining Your Path: Where, When & How to Put Your Best Foot  
•   Qualities of an Enterprising Person: Understanding how to work with different generations   

  
Time Management 

• Time Management for Busy People: Making Every Minute Matter 
• Capturing Your Dreams: Taking Control and Getting It Done 

Customer Service 

• Be a Star with Your Customers and Keep Them Forever:   
     Six keys to customer retention      
• Golden Rule Customer Service: Secrets to Building and  
 Maintaining a Strong Customer Base 

Leadership 

• Running Meetings without Letting Meetings Run You:   
     What Every Leader needs to know 
• Expect the Best, Release the Rest:  
     Discover 5 Secrets to giving the best presentations        
• How to Fasciate: 
     Discover your highest value and understand how the world sees you
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Testimonials 

What’s Being Said About the Speaker? 

Theresa A. Anderson, President, Women's Council of Realtors,  
North Shore Chapter & Regional Treasurer          
“ Your presentation received many positive remarks from the attendees.  
I received calls, emails, as well as wonderful comments from the members 
and guests. Your presentation was informative, fun, and educational. Your 
humor was refreshing and relative.”  

Christopher D. Campbell, Executive Director, Career Place & Executive Network Group 
“I wanted to thank you for your time and talent yesterday. Rarely do we have a speaker that excites 
clients like you did!  We look forward to having you speak at the ENG workshop.” 

Dr. Norman Roth, CEO, Sales Enhancers 
“Jean is a high energy, knowledgeable, savvy businessperson. She builds instant relationships, is 
articulate, and has a solid understanding of the business community she works within. She is a 
powerful speaker and a very quick study. I highly recommend that any company seeking to 
strengthen their team contact Jean to speak and train.” 

Sherry Leginski, Purchasing Agent, Meyer Wholesale Group 
“Jean spoke to a group of people at our offices. This is a group that tends to show up at the door with 
their heads hung low, in need of motivation. She did just that! If you're looking for someone to 
motivate a group, consider Jean.” 

Michelle Rohrer-Lauer, Interior Designer & Principal at Michelle’s Interiors Design Group 
“Jean is exceptional, enthusiastic, and driven by what she believes in and the potential she sees in 
other people. She will help you exceed your dreams and set higher goals.”  

Jessica Harling, Marketing Director, Drapery Connection,Inc.  
“We had Jean speak at our Designer Expo this year in St. Louis and she was more than what we 
could have hoped for. Her engaging and hysterical talk was thought-provoking, detailed, and 
motivational. Our whole team enjoyed her, and I would recommend her to anyone!” 
  
For additional recommendations please see LinkedIn profile (www.linkedin.com/in/jeanconnects). 
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